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PRACTICAL INFORMATION FOR ALL FOREST BATHING WALKS

Meeting place and directions                                                                                                       
After receiving your booking, we send you all information about the walk meeting place location, parking, 
directions, etc ...

Lifts sharing                                                                                                                               
Due to confidentiality we cannot share any emails within the group, unless participants give us their 
consent. However, to avoid unnecessary pollution and overcrowding of car parks, if any of you 
would like to offer lifts to other walkers and let me know your mobile phone number, I will be happy to 
share them with the rest of group.                                                                                                     
Please always look up the weather forecast prior to the walk and be prepared for all weather conditions in 
terms of shoes, clothing and any creams you may like to use to protect your skin.                             

What to Bring

 A cup and a small flask of hot water, as we pause during the walk to have Mindful Tea. We, as 
hosts, will take biscuits, herbal and ordinary teas.

 A plastic sheet or blanket to sit or lie on
 Drinking water for your own use

For your own safety 

Please let us know about any medical conditions or physical limitations you may have that we need 
to be aware of during the walk.                                                                                                 
A Wood & Group risk assessment are carried out for every walk.                                                  
We carry a small first aid kit on the walk and keep a larger one in the car.                                     
Daniela Coronelli is a First Aider and is fully insured to lead forest & nature bathing walks.              
Extra clothing, plastic sheets, small bottles of water and simple snacks are also kept in the car, 
should anyone need them.

Walks Content

This varies from walk to walk, from group to group and from person to person (for the one-to-one walks).  
There will be a balance between invitations on how to tune your senses to the natural habitat and giving 
you space to un-plug from thought traffic. There may be mindfulness practices and movement to help you 
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to feel more connected to the body and to being present. There will be group sharings, some poetry 
reading, sounding, perhaps singing. There may be playful activities too. 

All activities invite the development of respect, care and a sense of reciprocity towards nature, the more 
than human world we will encounter, and the walk companions we encounter during each walk.

Confidentiality                                                                                                                  

All participants are invited to keep confidential what is shared within the group.

Walks Group Size

From 4 to 10 people (max)

Booking & Payments

To book your place for the walk please pay the fee as soon as possible, before the booking deadline. Also 
email us (m4w.info@gmail.com) to let us know your name, mobile number and anything else you would 
like to share about your interest in joining the walk. 

Shortly after we have received your booking, we will send you further information about the meeting place 
location, parking, directions, etc ...

By Bank Transfers or Eventbrite                                                                                     
(Please note that some walks can be only paid via bank transfer)
Daniela Coronelli                                   
Sort Code: 30-94-83
Account Number: 02779456
Reference: Your Name

For payments through Eventbrite the link to the site will be advertised and accessible through Facebook 
and/or other social media and via email.

On Cancellations

If there is a “yellow weather” warning for the Wood location chosen, the walk will be cancelled. I will 
email you the afternoon prior the walk to let you know. We will offer you a refund, less a small admin 
fee of £2, or a voucher for a future walk valid for 1 year, if you prefer.

If we as hosts have to cancel the walk for any reason, we will offer a full refund or a voucher. If you 
have booked and have to cancel at the last moment, because of having tested Covid positive, we will 
offer you a refund less a small admin fee of £2 or offer a voucher. 

We cannot offer a refund if you have to cancel after the booking deadline, which is only a few days 
before the walk takes place, unless you find someone else who can replace you. 
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